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I’M DRIVING TO THE GROCERY STORE, LISTENING TO COMEDIAN MARC MARON’S INTERVIEW PODCAST. 
LATELY HE’S DOING A BIT ABOUT REFUSING TO BE BULLIED INTO SEEING THE COMIC BOOK MOVIES 

THAT DOMINATE THEATERS WORLDWIDE. “LOOK, I’M A GROWNUP—I’M NOT SEVEN—AND I THINK THOSE MOVIES 
ARE FOR GROWN, MALE NERD-CHILDREN,” A POSITION THAT INCITES THE BILE-FILLED IRE OF THOUSANDS WHOM 
HE CLAIMS ARE “IN CHARGE OF CULTURE,” PEOPLE WHO ZEALOUSLY DEFEND THE CHARACTERS AND STORIES 
THAT APPEASE THEM. AND I HAVE WITHIN ME BOTH THE SEVEN-YEAR-OLD AND THE GROWNUP COMPETING FOR 
CONTROL, WHICH IS WHY I SIT RAPT IN MY CAR BUBBLE, IN A GROCERY STORE PARKING SPOT, LISTENING TO 
MARON’S MONOLOGUE AS IF IT WERE DELIVERED BY A PSYCHOLOGIST EXPLAINING THE ORIGIN STORY OF HOW 
THE SEVEN-YEAR-OLD GAINED THE SUPER POWER OF BLENDING WITH THE ADULT ME.

MARON “SO 
I’M STARTING TO 
SHIFT A LITTLE BIT. 
I’M STARTING TO 
SHIFT A BIT ON THE 
SUPERHERO MOVIE. 
NOT MY ARGUMENT, 
AND NOT MY 
CONDESCENSION—I 
STILL HAVE THOSE. 

BUT I’VE FOUND 
AN AVENUE FOR 
SOME EMPATHY. 

“And now look, 
I didn’t read 
comic books 

as a kid—but I 
sort of did.

“But they 
weren’t the 

Marvels—

“but it doesn’t 
matter. But it kind of 

does matter...
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“IN TERMS OF WHEN I GREW UP, AND WHAT I GREW UP 
SURROUNDED WITH. 

“LOOK, WHEN YOU’RE A KID, EVEN WHEN YOU’RE NOT A 
KID—WHEN YOU’RE A FUCKING GROWNUP—YOU MAY THINK 
YOU HAVE A GOOD HANDLE ON WHAT YOU LET INTO YOUR 
BRAIN AND HOW IT EFFECTS YOUR BRAIN BUT YOU DO NOT.

“YOU’VE GOT TO HAVE 
SOME REAL RESILIENCE,  

     
     “and strength of 
     character, and 
     ability to process 
    what is affecting   
        your desire 
           system, 

“OR PUMMELING YOUR 
ABILITY TO BE ATTACHED 
TO REALITY, IN A FAIRLY 
CONCERTED WAY—

   “especially if you’re a 
  news junkie, or you’re  
 constantly engaged 
 with online content—

your brain, 

 “no matter what you 
think you are, or who 

you think you are, 

 “is fairly 
malleable.

“And it can happen on very 
subtle levels. I don’t know why 
sometimes when I decide to do
 something, within a month,

“I notice a 
lot of people 
are doing it.

“And I don’t 
think I’m really 
susceptible to 

that stuff. 
“But I am.



  “Whether it be boots, records,
  a type of car. Somehow or 
another, there is a frequency, 
   a vibration in the fucking 

 “zeitgeist, that generates 
consolidation of desire
 around certain products. 

“But in terms of the superhero movies, I still 
am completely on board with my argument.
             It’s funny because  

    “Box Brown, the comic book artist  
   who did some great books, he 
         was tweeting about 
                   this stuff

           “and it provoked me to take  
  a look at it. There’s some interesting 
stuff about growing up in the 80s where

     “some 
 things went
     down.

 “SOME THINGS WENT 
DOWN IN TERMS OF 
DEREGULATION THAT 
MAY HAVE AFFECTED 

SOME OF YOU PEOPLE. 
NOW LOOK, 
BY 1981, 

“I’m grad-
uating high 

school, 

   “by 85 I’m in college  
 and I’m well on my way
   to picking through...

  “the wreckage of 
the culture’s past to 
somehow figure out 
what’s exciting and 

important,
        “whether it be Beatniks, 
      Bukowski, the old music, 
      the old movies. I was on 
     a sort of pseudointellectual
      trajectory at that point, 
                which I

     seem to have 
completed. But, what   
  I’m trying to say is...



“THERE WAS A FCC CHAIRMAN NAMED MARK FOWLER, AND THIS WAS DURING THE REAGAN 
ADMINISTRATION, AND THEY DID SOME FAIRLY SERIOUS DEREGULATING THAT HAD TO DO 
WITH ADVERTISING, BUT MORE CONCISELY TO MY ARGUMENT,

“had to do with 
the child brain. 

YES.

“They allowed—they 
sought to declare

    the television

      “an 
APPLIANCE 

and not

     “the incredibly   
    powerful, desire- 
  shifting, hypnotic 
     box that it is. 

“THEY WERE ABLE TO GET RID OF REGULATIONS AROUND
ADVERTISING TO CHILDREN ON CHILDREN’S PROGRAM-
MING. THEY COULD DUMP AS MUCH SHIT INTO THE KIDS’ 
HEADS AS THEY WANTED TO, OK? AND THEN AT THIS 
TIME, STAR WARS—I KIND OF MISSED THAT—I WAS

   “young enough, but it didn’t  
     interest me that  much,
      but after Star Wars,

        “there was this 
 movement toward toys.  
 This isn’t specifically
   about comic books,

“but after the suc-
cess of the Star Wars 
toys, which happened 

with a  small manu-
facturer, the large 

       manufacturers      
     are like, ‘What  
      can we do?’

“Around the 
same time they 
got the freedom 
to plow as much 

shit into kids’ 
heads as they 

could,

and they 
invented He-Man.



“Now He-Man wasn’t even a 
real comic book character, 
but they sold the fuck out 

of that thing,

 “and they built 
a comic book

   around it,

 “and they cre-
  ated a show

“around it, and 
they plowed that
      into the

“heads of 
kids all day 
long, in the 

80s.

  “And they could do this  
   with anything. Actually, 
     there was plenty

“of programming—children’s programming— 
with superhero style stuff, that was 

basically just a prolonged advertisement 

“to shove a 
toy into your 
kids hands.





“SO THIS IS A BIG 
DEAL, BECAUSE 
YOU WERE YOUNG. 
I WAS TOO OLD 
FOR THIS TO 
HAPPEN.

“But I know that 
some of you who 

may feel so...

“hurt or 
upset—

“maybe you 
don’t even 
under-
stand

   “you’re so upset... “with my perfectly reason-
 able assessment of the 
  problem with superhero 
    movies and its effect 
         on culture. 

“IT SEEMS LIKE SOME OF YOU TAKE IT VERY 
PERSONALLY, LIKE THERE’S A REACTIVENESS 
TO IT AND A DEFENSIVENESS TO IT THAT...

“WHY

“may come 
    from... 

“SHAME.

“I might take a 
step further.

“It might 
come from 

“what I would almost 
call trauma 

in that, 
“when you 

were a kid, you were 
brain-raped by 

He-Man.
“And I feel 
bad about 

that.



“But here’s 
what I’m saying  

to some 
of you

   “who were taking it 
  so personally, and so 
      upset: I understand. I empathize.
                                    I understand    
                                          now. 

...

“You were 
brain-raped 
by He-Man. 



“And you were not
     old enough 

“to defend yourself. 

 “in your 
 heart...

 WHY.

“And now you have that  
  little hidden kernel

     “of 
  shame

“and you don’t   
quite understand



“But you will 
 defend superhero  
        movies 

     “as if 
  they

“are actually 
going to save 

the planet.

“SO THAT’S THAT PART OF IT. 

“SO THERE IS SOMETHING THAT 
HAPPENED ANALOGOUS TO ALLOWING 
THE CHILDREN OF OUR NATION BE

“brain- 
fucked, “mind-raped 

by He-Man,

“thus creating a dysfunc-
tional, almost love for the 
predator, for the victimizer, 
the abuser, that manifests 
itself in a shameful sort of  

 connection and adoration 
  and deep, troubling love 
     for superheroes,

“WHICH IS THAT AROUND THE SAME TIME IN 
THE 80S DURING THE DEREGULATION CRAZE,

“of Mark Fowler 
at the FCC,

“they started to get rid of 
the fairness doctrine. And 

over time it dissolved...



“the equal time 
that had to be 

granted
“to both 

sides

“if political pundits or 
ideologues were appear-

ing on TV shows.

“So that was 
around the same 
time as Reagan.

“They got rid of 
that as well,

“which opened the door 
    to constant political  
          programming with  
                 ideological bias. 
                     Which was the

 “seeds and the 
beginning of the
  unleashing of

   Fox News,

“and the 
situation

“culturally and 
politically.

“we are 
in now,



“So there you have two sides of 
the repercussions and results    “of deregulation by Republican 

leadership in the 80s with Reagan.

“You have a whole generation 
of kids, starting in the mid-

       80s, who are 
          now grown-
         ups and just

 “and you 
have Donald 

Trump.

“They are 
two differ-
ent camps. 

  reactively 
defend superheroes, just 

     shy of stomping up and down, 
      

“I know a lot of 
people who are into

superheroes

       “are 
progressive 

people.

“But it’s interesting. 
“Isn’t it 

interesting?”
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